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Recent advances in computing offer the possibility to scale real-time 3D virtual audio scenes to include hundreds
of simultaneous sound sources, rendered in realtime, for large numbers of audio outputs. Our Spatial Audio Toolkit
for Immersive Environments (SATIE), allows us to render these dense 3D virtual audio scenes to large multi-
channel (e.g. 32) loudspeaker systems, in realtime. To date, the rendering of dense audio scenes to high-resolution
spatial audio displays was accomplished only in non-realtime, for applications using pre-rendered, off-line audio.
Using SATIE, new doors are opened to interactive arts applications that incorporate spatialized particle system
rendering, or musical scene rendering with the potential polyphony of a symphony orchestra or beyond. In addition,
our initial experiences working with SATIE have allowed us to inadvertently discover an increase to the perception
of our audio scene’s "depth of field", making aural structure and detail more perceivable. This effect is particularly
apparent when rendering swarm system simulations, such as rain, or when rendering dense musical material.

The development of SATIE was motivated by our technical need to render dense and sonically rich audio scenes
for the Satosphere, a large dome shaped audiovisual projection space at the Society for Art and Technology [SAT]
in Montreal. Over 11 meters high and eighteen meter in diameter, the Satosphere is equipped with 157 loudspeakers
grouped into 31 adjacent clusters on the dome’s surface, and with 8 video projectors that likewise distribute the
video image across the dome’s surface. A 3D audio renderer for a venue such as the Satosphere must produce 31
channels of spatialized output, which consume much more CPU processing power than systems for venues with
fewer speakers (clusters). In terms of rendering performance, there is a tradeoff: more output channels translates
to fewer sound sources–and vice versa. For venues that require well beyond the seven or eleven channels of output
standardly defined for Surround Sound, custom audio renderers are the only solution. In the Satosphere, with its 31
output channels, prior to rendering with SATIE, we were limited to sparse audio scenes of no more than 32 sources.
From a musical and qualitative point of view, this limiting factor of polyphony also limited musical range–much in
the same way that you can’t write a symphony if all you have is a string quartet. Rendering now with SATIE, our
3D audio scenes can be 10 or more times dense, thus greatly expanding the potential musical range.

This paper will focus use of high-density audio scenes, rendered to large multi-channel loudspeaker configurations
for the creation of rich sonic/musical audio scenes for interactive artworks, and the use of SATIE as an enabling
underlying platform. Novel artistic opportunities and challenges, and technical implementation details will be
presented from an artistic and technically informed point of view. This paper will include demonstrations of
SATIE audio rendering integration in 3D audio scenegraph environments, for Blender and for Unity3D.

1 Towards a 3D volumetric paradigm for composition
Using concepts of 3D space in music composition is hardly new. A quick glance at Wikipedia shows involvement by
composers, such as Palestrina in the mid-sixteenth century, or Charles Ives at the turn of the 20th century, followed
by Varése, Xenakis, Stockhausen and others. In the history of audio recording, and even today, the arrangement of
sound sources in 3D spaces, such as orchestra members in a concert hall, determines the final "mix". Over the past
20 years, limited implementations of real-time 3D virtual audio environments, such as those found in 3D gaming,
have appeared. Limited in either power (the number of independent sound sources), or in expressive range (signal
generation via synthesis, physical models etc.), the potential artistic range for these environments has remained
low. However, as with the advent of real-time desktop audio (e.g. Max/MSP), once a certain technical threshold is
crossed, these real-time 3D virtual audio environments become ripe for artistic exploitation. SATIE marks such a
point, offering artists the new possibility to compose audio/music scenes that can operate on a "symphonic scale",
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consisting of hundreds of simultaneous sources, and the ability to render these scenes to loudspeaker configurations
of 32 channels or more.

Moving from parametric control to simulated 3D spaces with physics
Today, the term "spatial music" is broad and includes: A) music whose electronic source sounds are distributed
among loudspeakers which are strategically localized in a given space, and B) music whose electronic sounds are
rendered as sources in a virtual 3D audio scene, using physics simulators to localize each source from a unique
perspective. To avoid confusion, we will refer to the former as "parametric", and the latter as "volumetric". Using
a sound recording mixing example, we can compare these two different approaches:

The parametric approach: In a modern mixing studio, mixes are created using a parametric multi-track audio
mixer. The final mix is a result of a numerical weighting of the source tracks, based on fader levels.

The volumetric approach: Source instruments are arranged at a particular distance and angle from the stereo
microphone, within the volume of the concert hall. The final mix is a result of a physical distance-attenuation of
the source instrument’s sound energy.

The parametric approach was pioneered by composers like Edgard Varése writing parametric scores used for
controlling sound placement over multiple speakers and other synthesis-related parameters. Stockhausen and
Xenakis wrote compositions that used automated parameter control for sound localization in the concert hall.Over
the past twenty years, composers have had the opportunity to take their approach to localizing sound to a new
level, using 3D virtual scenes to render localized sounds, and thus moving away from a "parametric" towards
a "volumetric" approach. However, composers have been understandably reluctant to take advantage of this
opportunity, since the available 3D authoring platforms, such as Unity, or Blender, offered limited authoring
resources with only triggered sample playback and minor support for multi-channel output. Progress has been
slow. For those taking a "volumetric" approach to creation, SATIE offers the possibility to create dense, high-
quality audio scenes, comprised of hundreds of synthesized, sampled or streamed audio sources, rendered to large
multi-channel loudspeaker configurations.

Aural depth of field with the Volumetric approach
SATIE’s ability to render 3D audio scenes that are dense with sound sources, and diffused on large multi-channel
hemispheric playback systems surprised us with a new and unexpected listening sensation, which we describe as a
heightened sense of aural depth of field effect. This effect stems from the perception of a listening space of great
dimension, delineated by numerous sound sources at various directions and distances (intensities) from the listener,
giving rise to a well-defined aural foreground, background and space in between. We suspect that this effect depends
on the audio scene density, and the number of channels of surrounding loudspeaker diffusion. Finally, with a large
amount of perceivable sonic detail available, we are encouraged to experiment with the complex musical forms of
a larger polyphonic scale that are associated with symphonic music.

2 About SATIE
SATIE is a lower-level audio rendering process that maintains a dynamic DSP graph which is created and controlled
via OSC messages of a given protocol, sent from an external process. SATIE’s modular development environment
provides for optimized real-time audio scene and resource management. There is no geometry per se in SATIE,
rather, SATIE maintains a DSP graph of source nodes that are accumulated to a single "listener", corresponding
to the renderer’s output configuration (stereo and/or multi-channel).

SATIE offers custom (and adaptable) loudspeaker formats, user definable 3D audio rendering protocols, and
open audio authoring methodologies. The basic SATIE environment, built on top of the SuperCollider kernel is
optimized, modular and extendable. SATIE implements two definable audio rendering protocols, and three types of
plugin resources, written with the SuperCollider language, defining: 1) sound sources, 2) spatializers and 3) effects.
Defined as functions, these plugins are assembled by SATIE into monolithic synthdefs (containing source-or-effect
and spatializer) at the start of runtime.

Defined in SATIE, using only a handful of SATIE core primitives and the SuperCollider kernel, 3D audio
rendering can be configured for use with arbitrary and interchangeable loudspeaker configurations of few, or many
(e.g 128) output channels. Using a particular OSC-based communication protocol for external control, SATIE’s
renderer can be designed to interface with a given 3D scenegraph authoring/runtime environment, such as Unity3D,
OpenSceneGraph, or Blender, or with a given DAW environment, such as Max/MSP, Pure Data, or CSOUND.
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For scenegraph environments, a middle-layer is needed to translate updates of sound object geometry into audio
parameter updates for nodes in SATIE’s DSP graph. Thus, from within any of these external environments, users
can create and drive SATIE’s synchronized dynamic virtual 3D audio scenes, running on the same, or on different
machines, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Coupling SATIE to an external 3D scenegraph

Thus, 3D objects with sound attributes in the scenegraph are rendered on SATIE’s DSP graph. During runtime,
the synchronization of sound objects in the scenegraph with their corresponding nodes on SATIE’s DSP graph is
accomplished via SATIE-bound OSC messages from the scenegraph for real-time creation/destruction/control/-
grouping of sound sources, and their parameter updates for nodes in SATIE’s DSP graph, for panners, variable
delays, attenuation, filtering, or synthesis parameters.

3 SATIE rendering protocols
SATIE can be extended to support the rendering protocols of different external 3D scenegraphs, or DAW environ-
ments. Implemented in the SATIE release are two different rendering protocols (coded in SuperCollider, using a
handful of SATIE primitives) for use with Blender, and Unity3D respectively– each protocol defines a particular
incoming OSC message set. Rendering protocols defined in SATIE interface with SATIE’s core resources, to include
interchangeable and extendable loudspeaker output formats, as well as extendable and optimized signal generation
and effects processing.

Using SATIE’s rendering protocol implementations as a guide, users familiar with SuperCollider can define
alternative rendering protols for use with a particular external scenegraph or DAW process.

3.1 SATIE rendering for Unity3D
Unity3D, initially used as a 3D computer gaming development environment, has since become a very popular
prototyping environment for real-time applications with 3D content, with over 4 million registered developers,
including NASA [1], developing applications for over 600 million users. Among the artists using Unity, composers
and musicians are starting to use Unity as well. Addressing the needs of the majority of its users, Unity’s built-in
audio renderer is targeted for gaming and provides only audio sample playback source sounds, and only supports
conventional planar listening formats, such as stereo, or 5.1 surround. Recently Unity3D released a native plugin
development STK which, in the future, promises to offer users solutions for synthesis and 3D listening formats
that can go beyond the 7.1 surround limit. However, for the non-conventional musical applications we create for
performances in a 31-channel dome, such as the Satosphere for example, SATIE provides us with a very effective,
if not unique, solution.

Implementation

As mentioned above, SATIE implements a rendering protocol for use with Unity, called satie4Unity. Based on
previous work with the Soundscape [2] project, and SpatOSC [3], which was itself, inspired by the SPATdif [4]
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project, the satie4Unity rendering protocol defines the following OSC receive messages from a Unity3D environment,
and maps them to SATIE’s low-level rendering engine.

/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core c l e a r
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core c r ea teSource . or createGroup , or c r e a t eL i s t e n e r
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core deleteNode {nodeName}
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core connect { source } { l i s t e n e r }
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core /{nodeType}/{nodeName}/ u r i plugin−or−proce s s
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core /{nodeType}/{nodeName}/prop key value
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core /{nodeType}/{nodeName}/ s t a t e va l
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core /{nodeType}/{nodeName}/ event l i s t
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core /group/{group}/add { source }
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core /group/{group}/drop { source }
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core / connect ion /{ source}−>{ l i s t e n e r }/hphz
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core / connect ion /{ source}−>{ l i s t e n e r }/ spread
/ sa t i e4Un i ty / core / connect ion /{ source}−>{ l i s t e n e r }/update

On the Unity side, a set of scripts written in C# extends the Unity Base Object class to include four types of
sound nodes for sources, listeners, groups and processes. The scripts also define a middle-layer where sound node
updates in the 3D scenegraph are translated into DSP parameter changes, which are sent using the above OSC
protocol, to corresponding sound nodes in SATIE’s DSP graph.

Figure 2: Satie4Unity
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A recent addition to satie4Unity provides support for sound particle systems. Sparse master particle, are
defined as sound source nodes in Unity. When these particular nodes are rendered in SATIE, a project-specific
process description is used to generate, say 20, random clones for each node. By choosing suitable source plugins
that include random variation to timbre and spatialization, large clouds of sound particles can be generated and
dynamically controlled from Unity with low computational overhead.

Integration with SATIE

Using a shared file system, such as OwnCloud or Dropbox, projects can be organized to include both SATIE and
Unity Assets within the same directory, making it possible to use relative references to resources, and thus making
it easy to run both processes locally on the same machine, or remotely. When creating audio scenes in Unity3D,
SATIE’s plugins are referred to by name, using the "uri" message above. Care must be taken to make sure that
the corresponding plugin is declared in SATIE’s user project description file, and in SATIE’s plugin directory. No
reference to the rendering output format (speaker configuration) is made in Unity. Rather, the format is specified
in the SATIE’s user project description file. Finally, there is a Satie4Unity script for Unity that provides global
control of renderer parameters, such as master volume and others.

3.2 SATIE rendering with Blender
Blender is an integrated suite of tools for 3D modelling, animation, post-production and game creation. We make
use of Blender’s game engine to design, create and deploy immersive, distributed virtual multiuser spaces. We have
used SATIE as the audio renderer for installations with stereo and quadrophonic setup.

We developped a Blender plugin that provides a new custom GameObject class, acting as a sound node.
It is grouped with (or parented to) other 3D objects in the virtual scene. The blender plugin is in charge of
creating/deleting SATIE sound objects and controling parameters, including spacial location and interaction with
other objects.

The strength of Blender, however, lies in it being an integrated authoring environment and can handle the
entire production pipeline for 3D content, from modeling, through texturing and logic and interaction design until
the final product, be it a film or interactive content. While the tools for the visual aspect of a production are very
advanced, it natively lacks proper support for spatial sound design. Blender’s editor is also fully scriptable and its
Python API allows for development of additional tools and integrating them into editing and modelling workflow
including appropriate views and UI elements. Our plugin for Blender integrates this system, enabling authoring
audio using the usual Blender methodology.

3.2.1 Implementation

Authoring

SATIE provides a Blender addon that allows rapid prototyping of an audio scene in the authoring stages. A sound
source can be attached to any mesh in the 3D scene, exposing a set of custom, SATIE specific properties. Upon
activation, the mesh becomes an instance of SATIE sound object. Once instantiated, the sound source instance’s
parameters are instantly affacted by the 3D object position in Blender’s 3D viewport. Animating the 3D object
through the standard animation means (location, rotation) will update SATIE’s instance as well (azimuth, elevation
and gain arecomputed automatically on Blender side). Other properties, exposed via the properties panel can also
be animated through the standard animation procedure.

Game engine

Game engine side provides a rudimentary SATIE python class which expects to be parented to a BGE gameObject
type and will automatically send azimuth, elevation and gain information to SATIE engine. Any other parameters
are subject to custom handling.

4 Performance
Mainly thanks to supernova, the scalable parallel audio synthesis server for SuperCollider [5], running on a standard
multi-core computer, SATIE’s audio scene can scale to include several hundred simultaneous and independent sound
sources (physically modelled, synthesized, sound file and live inputs), of which, up to two hundred and fifty may
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be independently controlled externally at a update rate of 10hz. (these limits are based on our observations in
practice). To date we have tested SATIE on Linux and OSX platforms, with similarly excellent results.

SATIE benefits from the many optimization included in the SuperCollider language and runtime such as the
internal use of memory pool, parallel processing with the supernova server. SATIE has been developed trying to
follow to SuperCollider philosophy, encouraging buffer and bus allocations at initialization. It is also encouraging
audio linking among audio processing units (unit generators) only at sound object creation, allowing optimization
by the server.

Table 3 presents measurements when trying to increase the number of sources instantiated without starting to
encounter issues like dropping audio buffers or reaching the maximum CPU usage. The measurements has been
made on a Linux computer with 15.6GB RAM and an 8x3.6GHz Intel Xeon CPU. Each value in the table is
obtained creating multiple sound object of the same type. For instance, we were able to render 264 independent
sound objects which sound source is a physical modelling of plucked string instruments spatialized for a 128 channels
dome.

number of simultaneous live sound objects
sound object types 8 speakers ring SAT’s 31 channels dome 128 channels dome
physical model (plucked string) 264 244 185
sine wave 617 497 296
sound file 605 507 283

Figure 3: Performance achieved with our with our machine (15.6GB RAM and 8x3.6GHz Intel Xeon CPU), creating
and then controlling simultaneously a large number of same type sound objects.

5 Example applications

5.1 Balljam

Figure 4: BallJam

Using Satie4Unity, we have created demonstrations of high-density audio scenes which are rendered in realtime
in the Satosphere, with its 31 channels of hemispheric audio display, mapped to 157 speakers. In the demonstration
BallJam, over 250 sound nodes in Unity3D, all moving independently, can be rendered by SATIE, running on an
entry level Apple Mac Pro Tower, at only 60% of the total CPU usage. Using the particle nodes and processes
described above, we are anticipating performance closer to the results described earlier in the Performance section
of this text.

5.2 Aqua Khoria
Currently in preproduction, audiovisual scenes for a new interactive dance piece, Aqua Khoria are being developed
in Unity3D and in SATIE, where physical models for bells are being designed as SATIE plugins, to be used with
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Figure 5: Aqua Khoria

over 100 sound objects in the Unity scene. Each object is assigned to a floating buoy, which is animated by the
simulated ocean surface (driven by Unity’s physics engine). Sounds are produced as the buoys bob about, resulting
in a "field" of ringing buoys, sounding the rhythms of the underling waves.

5.3 Posture

Figure 6: Posture platform

“Posture” is an immersive distributed virtual and multiuser environment. As seen in figure 6, the user is placed
in the middle the installation, where he/she is 3D scanned at 30 frames per seconds. The resulting photorealistic
avatar is placed into a virtual world when other remote users are also “teleported”. Navigation in the virtual world
is achieved using a smartphone equiped with accelerometer and gyroscope. The virtual space is displayed on large
LCD screens that surround the user. Several such installations may be connected via network and thus users are
able to "meet" in the virtual space. Each station provides a microphone and a stereo headset or multi-channel
speaker playback system to facilitate verbal communication. Through the Blender plugin, SATIE provides the
audio rendering and spatialization in relation to remote users’ position.
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